
Braywood 1XI v HURLEY 1XI – 14th May 2016 
 

HURLEY 
G Lewis c Jathaneden b Vijayan 6 

D Simoes lbw Bhatti 29 

N Akhtar lbw Bhatti 22 

V Sharma c Raza b Bhatti 0 

Sc Taylor c Jathaneden b Bhatti 5 

R Brown b McDermott 23 

I Arshad b McDermott 16 

P Ridgeway b Raza 9  

V Bhagwani c Jathaneden b Bhatti 20 

K Northy NNot Out 9 

M Basharat b Bhatti 0 

 Extras 20 

 Total 159ao 

P Vijajyan 15-3-43-1 R McDermott 11-0-37-2 

S Bennett 5-0-16-0 A Raza  7-1-20-1 

A Bhatti 11.2-2-29-6   

 

 

BRAYWOOD 
M Waheed c Simoes b Bhagwani 3 

B Carter lbw Ridgeway 5 

R Gill b Bhagwani 1 

N Jathaveden c Lewis b Ridgeway 9 

A Raza c Simoes b Ridgeway 13 

Y Ahmed b Bhagwani 4 

H Akhtar c Ridgeway b Bhagwani 0 

P Vijajyan c Arshad b Ridgeway 7 

R McDermott st Simoes b Bhagwani 0 

A Bhatti b Bhagwani 0 

S Bennett Not Out  0 

 Extras 5 

 Total 47ao 

P Ridgeway 9.5-6-12-4 

V Bhagwani 9-0-34-6  

 

Hurley arrived at Braywood’s temporary ground the beautiful York Club, Home Park in dribs 

and drabs as sat navs seemed to add more confusion than clarity. Mo Basharat had to be 

rescued from Loch Fyne where rumour had it he had stopped off for a snack after touring 

most of Berkshire. Hurley lost the toss and were invited to bat on a wicket that promised more 

spite than an episode of Eastenders. Umpire Dave Walton stamped his authority early calling 

the home skipper after a strong appeal for lbw was turned down to prolonged grumbling 

from several fielders. George Lewis (6) clipped an excellent square boundary in the opening 

over but Vijayan (1-43) found the edge as Hurley lost their first wicket in over one. Dave 

Simoes (29) and Naeem Akhtar (22) provided a controlled second innings stand of 31 in 10 

overs navigating the minefield, but a change of attack saw the banshee Bhatti (6-29) trap 

Akhtar lbw and then found one to rear at Vikram Sharma who could only fend to mid-wicket. 

Scott Taylor (5) joined Simoes to add 26 and take Hurley to 63 before Bhatti removed Taylor 

edging behind. Hurley batted sensibly adding useful wicket stands but no-one could push on 

to a big score. Ross Brown (23) carrying a dodgy knee batted with great authority hitting one 

supreme six before he fell with Hurley 102-6. Bhagwani (20) hit a typical robust innings as 

Hurley squeezed out 159 before Basharat was bowled first ball in the 50th over. 

 



Having seen the condition of the pitch and it’s demons, Hurley kept the old ball and 

wheeled away with spin. Bret Carter (5) and Waheed (3) did well to survive 5 overs before 

Bhagwani (6-34) forced Waheed to edge behind where Simoes took a sharp catch, though 

the batter was less than pleased with the decision clattering his bat into the clubhouse. Phil 

Ridgeway (4-12) proved almost unplayable and trapped Carter lbw next over much to his 

palpable displeasure. From there in a procession of batsmen trudged back to the pavilion as 

Bhagwani and Ridgeway cleaned up Braywood inside 19 overs with only skipper Raza 

making double figures. It was an excellent bowling performance backed up by great fielding 

and two superb slip catches from Lewis and Ridgeway. Braywood were dismissed for 47, 

fifteen minutes before six.  


